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* * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
With the gas shortage upon us, more and more weekend cyclists
are becoming commuting cyclists, and more non-biking people
are discovering recreational cycling as a cost-effective way
to travel and have fun on the weekends.
If you see a new
face on a Sunday, ride, introduce yourself and offer a hand in
adjusting a bike for a neWGomer.
Try to remember your first
club'ride.
Assure new cyclists that they will not be left
behind and that we are not racing each other.
PLEASE REME~IBER: All rides will leave promptly at the times
specified.
Arrive ~ least .1.2 minutes prior to the starting
time of the rides.
Allow time to adjust your bi~and
receive
ffie'ctions. Ride leaders are requested to start introductions
and give directions prior to the starting time. Ride on!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
JUNE 24. SUNDAY, 2:;0 A.M. - The President's Half-Century.
Join
the CRW President, Earl Forman, 894-2084, as he celebrates a half
century of age by leading a 5.0mi. (82 km.) ride through Wellesley,
Needham, Dedham,' Di ver, Framingham, and ~vayland. A shorter ride
of 25 miles (41km.)
is also available for those celebrating their
25th birthdays.
Both rides are moderately hilly.
Meet at the
Duck Feeding Area at Routes 128 and JO. There will be a gatherihg
at Earlis houS"e"after the rides.
*
*
EX1'RA
EX'rRA*
*
Harold Lewis, JJ2-J649, will be back with his antique Cirkut camera
to take another picture of the club - but this time he's bringing
a newer camera (only 50 years old!). Harold has taken circular
photographs at the Red Sox games and at the Harvard-Yale game. He
sells these panoramic photos through Gates & Tripp studio. Harold
will take the photo in the morning and have it developed by the
afternoon for showing at Earl's house.
The picture ~
be taken
~ 2:00 A.M. ,one-half hour.before ·the start of the ride. Please
wear your CRW jerseys if you have one.
JULY 1, "SUNDAY, 10: 00 A.M. - Here'S a chance to enjoy a great ride
and have your cholesterol level evaluated.
Join Dr. Gene Gaston,
1-87J-8514, and ~
Cummings fora
J2 lqn •. (20 mW
and a
70 kro. (44 roi.) ride through -Framingham, Southboro, Westboro, Hopkinton, and Holliston.
Meet at the stop & Shop, Route 2 and Temple
Street, .2 kID. west of Framingham Center.
Bring your own lunch
and enjoy light refreshments by Bill Plekos at Dr. Gaston's house.
At the end of the ride you can have your ch'1~estef'ol level checked
by Dr. William Castelli, an. internationally ,renowned researcher in
the field of cholesterol and 'heart attacks.1
~r. Castelli
would
.
-{:'
like to see if active cyclists have a di:Gfe,r~ntrelationship between high-density lipo-proteins and chole$terol than the average
person. 'l'heresults will be released at a ;later date.
See yoU!
:

"
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JULY 8, SUNDAY, 10:30 A.M. - This north-of-Boston ride had a good
turnout last year. Join Dick and Muriel ~,
438-3129, for a
32 km. (20 mi.) and 60 km:-T37 mi.) ride through the towns of
Wakefield, North Reading, and Lynnfield.
The terrain is easy
to moderate.
Lunch will be at the bandstand in North Reading;
bring your own lunch or bUy light snacks at a nearby variety store.
The rides start at the bandstand at the southern end of Lake Quannapowitt in Wakefield on Route 129.
JULY 10 TUESDAY
: 0 P.M. - Board of Directors meeting (everyone
welcome
at the Harvard Community Health Plan, 1611 Cambridge st.,
Cambridge, halfwa~ between Harvard and Inman Squares.
SUbjects
to be discussed are the new meeting place for club meetings, LAW
news, introductory membership packet, and anything else you would
like to bring to the attention of the board.
JULY 15, SUNDAY, ·10:00 A.M.· - The CRW joins its neighbor from
Rhode Island, The Narragansett Bay Wheelmen, in rides of 24km.
(15 mi.), 48 km. (30 mi.), and 72 km. (45 mi.) through Sharon,
Easton, Norwood,Nansfield,
and Foxboro.
The leaders are Jim and
Jan K.Uhn, 643-6652, and IYJ.ike
Brien, 1-222-8083.
The lunch -stop
will"'"b'e'atthe end of the ride at the Bliss Brothers' Dairy.
If
you wish snacks along the way, bring them with you. The start is
at the Sharon Shopping Center, exit 8 off Route 95. Do not get
this mixed up with a nearby shopping plaza with a similar name.
JULY 22
: 0 A.IYJ..
- Another ]-choice ride! Choose
from the 0 km. 25 mi.,
0 km. (50 .mi.), or 160 (100 mi.) ride
through Framingham, Hudson, Westboro, Holliston, Naticl{, and \{ayland.
The rides are moderate to difficult in terrain.
Neet our leader,
~
Parks, 877-]0]1, at the Framingham Center Common, just north of
Route 9 on Edgell Road. The longest ride (Century) starts at 7:]0
and the other two rides leave at 9=]0 a.m. Bring your own lunch
and be prepared to burn a few calories!
JULY 29, SUNDAY, 10:00 A.M. - Join Quentin Klein, 527:-1557, for
two rides through Weston, Sudbury, Narlboro, and Framingham. Start
at the Weston Town Common and choose between the ]5 kID. (21 mi.)
and the 70 km."'l"42mi.). ride over moderate but hilly terrain.
Lunch will be on the outskirts of Marlboro; bring your own or
buy it at the White Hen Pantry. While others are fighting traffic
on the Cape, we can have the western suburbs all to ourselves!
AUGUST -7, SUNDAY, 9:00A.M.
- Here's your chance to have a great
ride and have a party afterwards.
David Barnes, 1-44]-2807, will
lead us on 40 km. (25 mi.) and 72 km.(45 mi.} rides through Sudbury, Framingham, Southboro, Marlboro, Hudson, Stow, and Maynard
and return to his house for light snacks prOVided by Bill Piekos.
Lunch will be at the end of the ride where a super market and
several lunch Dlaces are available.
Meet at the 1776 Plaza on
Route 20 in Sudbury at the Finast Super l\1arket. W"e""areasking a
small $1 donation if you decide to attend the party at Dave's
house at the end of the ride.
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AUGUST 12, SUNDAY, 6:30 A .•
M. - ANNUAL SUNRISE RIDE.. Once again
we are invi ted to the horne of Ed and IvlarieCorea, 749-4741, where
we will take an early morning spin through the south shore and
return to the Corea's for a sunrise breakfast.
Choose from the
25 km. (15 mi.) or 50 km. (30 mi.) loop through Hingham, Cohasset~
and Scituate. The rides are very $cenic, free of traffic in the
early morning, and mostly flat (With a few hills).
Along the rO'D.te
we will pass the famous Bicyclist Rock where the high-wheeJ"' .•..
s of
1879 stopped on their century ride to view the ocean. Convene at
the Corea's house,
Mann Street, Hingham.
To get there go southeast on Route 3-A over the Fore River Bridge for 5 miles, cross the
Hingham Bridge, turn left at the Exxon station (Downer Ave.) which
is opposite Brooks Street. Go north on Downer for about 1 km. You
will be taking a left off Downer.
Arrows will show you the way
from the junction of Route 3-A and Downer.
A donation of $1 is
requested to cover the cost of the breakfast.
Please call 749-4741
if you are coming. Don't miss this one!

II

MARI1IME ADVENTURE WEEKEND
Friday night, June 29, to Sunday night, July 1
A biker/hikerweekend
plus! Friday night
you will go from
the AYH office in Brookline via passenger van to the Mitchell
Cottage Hostel in New London, Connectiqut.
Saturday morning',-,we'
11 havt!.a.,~~roupvisi t to the reconstructed
18th century Villa.g.e ot: ..M.Ys.
tiO •..
~.••.
~~..
,,t;~.".'.'.'~.' .....•....a..
~t..~e.,.r
..
l.N.Q9fb. 't<Je
will swim at
the hostel' s private beaoh;
The~~¥F't{11Jf:~be~5f~ppedoff with an
all-you-can-eat
buffet at the ho~t~J:.},i>"~;:!"""'1
.'
After breakfast on sundayyou:'.wl'llbe, free to bike ride, swim,
or visit the many coastal attractions' •. We'll meet back at the
hostel for a "Whole Works II beach p'1cnic. We should return to Boston
about 9: 00 that night.
, ,"
PHASE 2 (OP'ti0I1).i
Bikers will depart the host'JI~briMonday morning for two leisurely days of riding, returningto';Boston
via the East Coast Bike
Trail.
We'll spend Monday night at; the Dudley Hostel (6o miles)
and arrive in Boston late afternoon on 'July].
The trip cost of $39.50 includesadmi.ssion' to Mystic Seaport,
transportation, hostel, two breakfasts and suppers.
Bicycle
transportation will be by trailer at $]'perbike.
Dudley Hostel
and food will be extra.
Call Jerry Campbell, 1-478-0490, iIDIIl,edlately
for reservations.
This ride is filling up fast, so 6all now.

Yes, now you too can enjoy the thrill, of assembling and
stapling the illustrious pages ofWBEEl;PEOPLE'O
Meet at the home
of Al & Jo Basso, 29 Delaware St., Somerville, for a fun night of
stamping, stapling, and joking.
DeIawa're Street is off McGrath
Highway near Pearl Street.
Call Al fOr directions, 6c;6-8571.
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!?J1eoetkn/ a vltooOfe
Freewheeling

Thoughts

It was an inspiring sight.
For as far as I could see ahead of me and
behind me (I'm one of the rear view mirror advocates) there was nothing
but moving bicycles.
Five and six abreast, filling the west bound
lanes, first of Beacon st. and then of Commonwealth Ave., through
Kenmore Sq. and over the B.U. bridge, there were no cars to hog the
road.
Only silent cycles in a holiday mood going to the Bike Day
Fair.
There must have been at least 1000 of us having our day.
For a few brief minutes, Boston's great 4-wheeled polluters were
stymied at the cross roads.
The bikes had taken over~
It was an
exhilarating feeling.
If you didn't get there on Sunday, June 3, you missed a good event.
Put on by the BABC, there were rides and speakers on the Common and
a great Fair, but most of all, there were bicyclists.
As usual,
TV coverage missed the real point.
They focused on Senator Tsongas
and when he went, they went.
But for me the point was that an acre
of the Common was full of bikes and bikies, and as Jim Melcher
noted th~ next day, the place was cleaner when we left than it was
when we came. While I suspect few of you are surprised, I think
the clean grass and the quiet ride to cambridge were the real statements of Bike Day.
Those are the TV camera shots I would have liked
to seen aired to the public.
The Bike Fair itself was a fun time, full of the excited babble of
people really enjoying themselves.
There was something for everyone
from food, to information, to instruction.
And talk about colorful how about Uncle Al Basso, our congenial membership chairman in his
newly "official" CRW vest and cap?
He seems to have been effective
for our mailbox has been full ever since.
Bike Day ended but the momentum carried through to Monday when forty
or so of us met leader Eric Hall at Cleveland Circle in Brookline
and rode down Beacon st. adding more at each corner until there
were probably 100 or more at Kenmore Square.
We joined with another
good size group coming from cambridge via Mass. Ave.
It was an impressive group in rush hour traffic.
I think all who participated
felt a sense of pride and comradeship from the symbolic gesture of
ridingtogeth~r.
Those of us who earned our souvenier T-shirts by
participating already are starting to treasure them and recognize
each other as participants in a significant event.
All of these activities were orga~ized by the BABC, who deserve
accolades from all cyclists for the service they have done.
Of
course, many of us in the CRW are also BABC members.
This includes
a number who were very active in Bike Day activites~ Eric Hall, who
organized the commuter ride, Nancy Peacock who arranged the Bike
Fair exhibitions, Don Lombardi who led that excellent CRW city ride
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Freewheeling Thoughts
(continued)

that connected with the rally, Anita Brewer
and Rich Withers who is the BABC president.

who helped

with publicity

They and others that I have probably missed have performed a service
for all bicyclists.
One of the ways of repaying them and helping
ourselves as well is to spend five bucks and join the BABC. As
Senator Tsongas and Ralph Hirsch have told us, it is important to
be united and speak with a lucid, strong voice.
Both the CRW and
the BABC are part of that vocal chorus.
It" we speak in conert,
we will be heard.
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Every club needs help from its members if it is to offer the services
that members require.
YOU (and YOU) have been chosen to volunteer
for one of the following
exciting CRW fun-filled excursions:
WANTED:

STAPLERS, STICKERS, FOLDERS, DELIVEB~RS
J.llust
have qUick right or left hand to hit the Basso stapling
machine squarely ,wi thout bending staple sidei-.rays.l'lustbe
able to put up with Al Basso jokes. Nust be able to consume
large amounts of free pie. Deliverers must have a favorite
bike shop that they would like to leave membership blanks and
a few bulletins. fllusthave 'wednesday or Thursday nights open.
APply at Basso Employment Agency, 666-8571; ask for AI.

WAl\JTED:WIN'TEE CLUB SPE.AKER COORDINATOR
\~e need someone who would like to stalk the bushes for
interesting speakers for our winter m~etings.
No experience
is necessary, just the ability to call potential speakers
(it could be someone you've heard about, a club member, or
someone that a friend has heard before), and to make sure
they get to the club meetings.
We usually treat the speaker
to a meal before the meeting where you can get to know the
speaker on a personal level.
If interested, call Earl Forman,
894-2084.
W&~TED: AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS WHO CMi OFFER A LIFT TO THE CLUB RIDES.
Call Debra Glassman, 489-]141, if you would like to add your
name to this list:
Earl Forman - \'leston
Debra Glassman & Mark Roseman - Belmont
John Kane - r'ledford

Reprinted from the June 79 issue
of Bicycling

y Cyclists
Should Ri e
th Tra c
It's Just Madness
for Bicyclists to
Ride Facing
Traffic"
II

Thousands of people would still be
_alive today if only they had bicycled on
the right side of the road. Wrong-way
cycling is more than illegal and stupid
- it's a leading cause of bicycle deaths
and injuries. And yet so many people
do it anyway.
Wrong-way cycling has the appearance of safety to those people. They
think, wrongly, that they can see hazards better than cyclists who ride with
traffic. This grave mistake, legitimized
by daily habit, has been cited by many
transportation experts as the single
biggest obstacle to a more healthy bicycle-automobile traffic mix in this
country.
"It's just madness for bicycliststo ride
facing traffic," said Kenneth D. Cross of
Anacapa Sciences. "I see little hope
that motorists can be taught to scan the
left shoulder for wrong-way cyclists."
Cross, author of one of the world's
most thorough studies* of bicycle/
motor-vehicle
collisions,
found
wrong-way cycling a factor in 17 percent of the 919 accidents studied. And
another excellent study, * authored by
Allan F. Williams, found wrong-way
cycling in 15 percent of the 861 accidents studied. Moreover, Williams
found wrong-way cycling a cause of 25
percent of the accidents among cyclists
over age 14 - old enough to know
better.
* A Study

of Bicycle/Motor-Vehicle Accidents: Identification of Problem Types and Countermeasure A?
preaches - Volume I, Kenneth D. Cross and Gary
Fisher, Anacapa Sciences, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA.
93102, 1977. Available through National Technical
Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161.

magazine

In both studies, wrong-way cycling
was far and away the biggest single accident cause.
These findings are not supported by
accident statistics from Europe. That's
not because wrong-way cycling is safe
there (or anywhere), though. Europeans, who are much more familiar with
the bicycle than Americans, know better than to ride on the wrong side. It's
virtually never done there nor tolerated
by European police. Police in the
United States should be so concerned.
In Boulder, Colorado, an active program for enforcing traffic regulations for
cyclists met with such scorn and indif-

One of the most frequent accident
types which results from wrong-way
riding occurs when a motorist makes
a'right turn towards the wrong-way
cyclist. The motorist usually looks
only to the left before executing the
turn, and in these accidents often
collides with the cyclist before even
seeinghimlher. This is only one of
many wrong-way riding accidents
found at intersections. r0 see how
wrong-way riding complicates
intersection behavior, just ask
yourself how this cyclist could
possibly make a safe right turn.

ference among patrol officers that the
police department found it necessary to
give each officer a quota of bicycle violations to fill. And in many other U.S.
cities, where no such quota system
exists, police treat cyclists with not-sobenign neglect.

bicycle safety by insisting that their Students "ride facing traffic." And, worse
yet, those people can still find books
and brochures
which incu;ca',2
wrong-way riding with all the aUl:horih/
of the written word. The persons who
wrote these deadly books are somehow oblivious to the knowledge that
laws in all 50 states require all cycliststo
ride on the right.
The motivation for wrong-way riding
begins with the widely-held belief that a
car, any car at any time, is a threat to the
cyclist's safety. Combine this with the
fear of the unseen, and the wrong-way
cyclist has ample motive for no: Tiding
where unseen cars are in a position to
(the cyclist fears) hit him or her.
But the whole purpose of traHiclaws
is to allow road users to rely on the
predictability of each other's movements. The cyclistwho fears that all cars
approaching from behind are likely to
be injurous must learn three things:
Participation in traffic demands that
the cyclist obey the laws which keep
traffic orderly, and that he/she allow
and expect other traffic to do likewise.
The laws protect the cyclist most fully
when he/she is on the right side of the
road.
Riding on the left upsets the orderly
pattern. The cyclist is exposed to many
more hazards which he/she can't see or
hope to avoid.

Hazards Are Many
What are those hazards? Why is the
left shoulder inherently dangerous?
The bicycle is a vehicle. This has
both legal and practical implications.
"There has been a lot of misinformation on this issue," said John English,
direCtor of research for the National
Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws
and Ordinances and a well-known authority on bicycles and traffic law. "I
suspect this is because people believe
the bicycle is like a pedestrian, and they
know the pedestrian is supposed to be
on the left - but they're wrong.
"Vehicles in this country ride on the
right, and the bicycle is a vehicle."
The bicycle shares most attributes of
.other vehicles (such as automobiles). It
g?es fairly quickly, can only turn a
corner so tightly; needs smooth pave___

.I.. •• _...l_.:"':"

__

.i..L

.L_

L

.L.:

...l

__

quires considerable distance to stop;
more distance than a car requires at the
same speed.
Because of these limitations, the bicycle cannot magically dance out of the
way of trouble. If it tries, it may fall right
in the path of oncoming traffic. It must
follow a path which is least likely to
bring it into trouble.

The wrong-way cyclist forces all
road: userliJto deal with a hazard
coming from a new and unexpected direction.

!

"The motorist does not expect the
bicyclist to be coming from that direction," English said. "Ask any driver education teacher where he teaches people to scan."
Vince Durago, creator of the wellknown Sprocketman, bicycle safety
book, puts it another way:
"The vast majority of bicycle accidents occur because
the bicycle's
movements
are unpredictable,"
Durago said. "Motorists are getting
tricked by wrong-way bicyclists who
virtually force them to run them over."

The wrong-way cyclist can do
'" "nothIng right when he/she reaches
·V·· ) an 'int~rsection.

Th~fJare no rules or legitimate paths
( for 'iiwrongcway cyclist to follow at an
(c)int~~ttqn.
The cyclist must create an ,
{I" ad ~ru:;::lJ9t~
to get through the ,other
,. ~ J vehlcres'I'~ths.
The cyclist can t see·
mofo'r:r'vehides with which he/she is
on ~{;::ollkron course - such as cars
(E) comingE!rom .behind to turn left or cars
mal5ing~rtgbtturn
towards the cyclist.And "'those' cars can't see the cyclist
JERg¥heq~,El\iG'l';:

Am! B~t,h,.a wrong-way cyclist picks
lrtAlhr~J~1{\i(nl'rlf~rseCtion is, by definition,
lVlEAeH'"fa~~niS1'ori2ourse with a motorist
INC~~i1i'ad rlo,teason to expect a hazard
LEN~~ing.:Jn:~m
that direction. When a
motorist finally does see a wrong-way
cyclist, it may take the motorist a fatal
minute to realize in which direction the
S ho:§~c1i§!Li§~ging.
mT

.

T

~hould the wrong.-way cyclist
ou in t 0 th e roa d way,
he/she is in much greater trouble:ilhan,:arright"side cyclist.

LonQ
STeeves
t
nave
to veer

Fr!!~f3f:l,~Y:9ccUring hazards such as
bro~e,rt"Sila~~1, potholes,
pavement
seam~ 6ta' &;appearing shoulder force
a c!i8r~t;:'nBmatter which direction he
/she rides in, to veer towards the center
of t~reesi. It9Q the left, the cyclist is on
a collision course with the next on·
coming car, with a closing speed equal
to the sum of the bicycle's speed and
the car's speed.
.
Using the modest figures of 15 and
1_~

1~

_ •..•.....J

,.._

•••••••...•

spectively, the wrong-way cyclist approaches the car head-on at 40 mph or
20 yards per second. If the cyclist rides
on the right, the closing speed is only 10
mph (five yards per second). Moreover, since kinetic energy varies with
the square of the speed, the wrong-way
cyclist's potential impact is 16 times as
severe as the right-side cyclist's impact.
It's the same as the difference between
falling from a two-story building and
falling from a 30-story building.

The wrong-way cyclist is forced
to cross paths with the oncoming
car at a moment of neither's
choosing.
The motorist overtaking a right-side
cyclist can follow and wait for a safe
moment to pass, whereas the motorist
approaching a wrong-way cyclist must
cross paths right then,
however
dangerous a moment that might be.
If the motorist is faced with approaching traffic, especially if he/she
faces an oncoming wide load or a car
struggling to complete a passing maneuver, the motorist may be forced to
veer towards the wrong-way cyclist to
avoid the oncoming traffic. To add insult to injury, the greater overtaking
speed--and -opposing directions of the
wrong-way cyclist demand greater lateral clearance for safe passage.

Wrong-way cyclists frequently
collide with pedestrians and with
right-side cyclists.
These accidents often result in broken bones and. hospital stays for innocent parties.
Yes, cyclists are sometimes struck
from behind when they ride on the
proper side of the road, but data from
Cross's study tells us this accident type
is no excuse Jor wrong-way !cycling.
Some 70 percer.t of those accidents are
on narrow rural roads after dark, and
one-third of the time the motorist is
intoxicated.
Cross found that more than half the
victims had "rear lighting equipment
that met the current lighting standards," but he is one of many researchers who believe these standards
are pitifully inadequate.
Victims of
these accidents were usually very hard
to see.
And there's no guarantee that the
accident wouldn't occur if the cyclist
were facing the other way. Remember,
the cyclist usually has no shoulder to

ride on and is
motorist.

There's no
the right

careful

attenOG

the
~ f"'d- ,.
cyclist to 1jecc;'
role in the trafik
practice, the
tcrists who pass on
training and instinct,
and safely pass
their paths. The chacC-L "I
torists
the cyclist
-- unless L.e
....?2' KS ',e ru;",~

Editor: Bicycling was
publish an article on tnis
Elliott, a Phoenix, Arizona
?f
who has seen two friends' teenage cn.dren victimized by wrong way cycling
accidents. Elliott suggested
we ask
readers to help publicize the wrongway riding problem. Bring photocopies
of this article to your schools and police
stations and ask your community
newspaper
to reprint the article.
Wrong-way riding remains the biggest
problem facing cycling today.
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THE WHO, WlIAT, WHERE, WHY, HOW OF THE CLUB BULLETIN
by John Springfield, Ed.
WHEELPEOPLE bulletin 1s the result of many people coordinating
their efforts, juggling deadlines,and
some luck. Let me answer
some frequently asked questions concerning the bulletin.
1. HOW DOES i~L THE MATERI~
GET COLLECTED?
Every month Debra Glassman (Rides V.P.), Earl Forman (President),
other club members (YOU), and non-members mail me ride schedules,
the President's Message, free classifieds and events, and nonfree classifieds.
Some material gets mailed to Bow Street, and
therefore does not always make it into the current bulletin.
I collect all the material and try to type it in some semblance
of order.
2. HOW IS IT DECIDED WHAT GETS IN THE BULLETIN?
As Editor, I follow these gUidelines in order of importance:
a. Ride Schedule
b. President's Message
c. Members.! classifieds (if room, non-members' c~assifieds)
d. caw committee reports
e. Special events and announcements (caw first)
f. Other material from members
h. Announcements from neighboring clubs
i. Other materials for which there is space
3. WHY DOES THE JULY BULLETIN HAVE TO BE COMPLETED BY JUNE 15TH ?
First, it takes at least a day to assemble and type all the
material.
Second, the printer (Gnomon Copy) can take from 3 to
7 days to print it, it may take a few days for Al &Jo Basso
and myself to find a mutually agreeable time to assemble it,
and it may take the post office from 2 to 5 (yes,5f) days to
get it to you. Our goal is to get WEELPEOPLE
in your hands by
the last week of each month.
4. WHAT ARE THE SIZE AND WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS?
Even with the upcoming change in size restrictions by the post
office, we qualify.
But we cannot go over 6 sheets, 2 staples,
and 1 stamp if we are to mail the bulletin for 15¢.When
people
ask me to add another sheet to run their articles, I must draw
the line if it would mean increased postage.
Remember we mail
to over 275 addresses each .month.
5. WHAT DOES IS COST PER MEMBER PER YEAR FOR WHEELPEOPLE?
Each issue costs about 11¢ to print (Gnomon Copy is by far the
least expensive), O¢ to type (I am cheap), O¢ to assemble (AI &
Jo Basso actually lose money by buying me pies), O¢ for computer labels (Bill Roberts magically comes up with them every
month), O¢ to distribute copies to bike shops (Al Basso actually
loses money on MBTA fares), and 15¢ to mail (the post office is
not cheap).
So it costs 26¢ per month or $3.12 per year per
member for WHEELPEOPLE.
The club only gets $6.00 per member
per year, so you can see that an increase in postage or printing
could break us.
6. WHERE DO YOU GET THOSE LABELS AND INSIGNIA?
The L.A. \{. made them available to edi tors the last few years.
7. WHO IS THE REAL EDITOR OF 'I'HEBULLETIN?
Cents eye c~spel
tu gud, i admit that the real proofreader
of dis buIltin 1s my wyfe, Janet.
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around

elbow

seam to wrist
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around
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Sleeves

Long Sleeves
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-
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Sleeves
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27", FURNISH

Postage & handling:
Embroidered name:
amount

Acrylic

bone.

IF YOU DESIRE
LENGTH,

(taken bent

Cotton-polyester

bend

8" below waist.

FROM NECK SEAM,

Total

body.

waistline.

- (for long sleeve)

arm, measure
(E)

arms,

Jones

order payable

Cycle Wear

24 Brown Ave.
Lunenburg,
617-342-7439

MA 01462

@

30¢ fletter:

to Jones

Cycle Wear.
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WANTED - Tandem for novices.

Call Paul Marlin, 698-2640.

WANTED - Gas or electric motor for bicycle, preferably 1 h.p. or
more. Front drum brake hub with 28 holes that can be made to fit
bicycle forks. Call Jim Schissler at 524-5317.
FOR SALE - Skid Lid II bicycling helmet; size: small, color: black,
never worn.
$15. Call Dick Buck, 923-8909.
WM~TED - Touring companion for August cycling/camping trip around
Lake Michigan.
Taking Amtrak to South Bend, Indiana.
Approximate
distance:l000 miles.
Time: 2 weeks.
Call David Cain, 527-2268 eve.
FOR SALE - 2 Super Bicycles from Edward Paine, 1-617-487-0997:
24" TANGUY custom bicycle, full Campy - some Super Record, Cinelli
fork, bar & stem, Ideale 90 saddle.
Clement 70 sew-ups with. spare"
silks. Meticulous.
Actual value $1200. Sacrifice for $850. FIRM.
23~1I RALEIGH International, Campagnolo, C~nelli, Phil Wood components.
Gran-Compe center pulls. Like new. Actual value $650 .•
Sacrifice for $475. FIRM.
WANTED - rllembersto help assemble WHEELPEOPLE bulletin once a month
(usually on a Thursday night). Call Al Basso, 666-8571.
FOR SALE - ALAN Record bike (Italy), 23~it, 20~ Ibs., Campy hubs,
cranks, shifters, pedals, Dura Ace brakes, Unicanitor seat, Cinelli
handlebars, TTT stem, tubulars on Fiamme rims. Mechanically perfect.
Asking $425. Call George Holmes, 1-563-6430, Cape Cod.

Your CHW membership card entitles you to discounts in some of the
area bicycle shops. Be prepared to produce a valid membership card
(3igned and unexpired) and some other form of identification.
Contact the individual shops for specifics on discounts:
The Bicycle Exchange, 3 Bow Street, Cambridge
The Bicycle Workshop, 233 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
Cycle Loft, 7 Muzzey Street, LeXington
Family Bicycle Center, 149A Belgrade Ave., Roslindale
Harris Cyclery, 1249 Washington, west Newton
International Bicycle Center, 70 Brighton Ave., Allston
Northeast Bicycles, 102 Broadway(Rte. 1), Saugus

What's Happening?
NEWS, LETTERS, ARTICLES, CLA.sSrFIEDS~-Send"to
WHEELPEOPLE Editor,
John Springfield, 10 Short St., Apt. 5, Brookline, MA 02146.
CLASSIFIED ADS - Free to members; 25¢ per word to non-members.
Naterial must be received by the 15th of month

preo'$d1ng issue.

